In this paper, we highlight the use of multimedia technology in generating intrinsic summaries of tourism related information. The system utilizes an automated process to gather, filter and classify information on various tourist spots on the Web. The end result present to the user is a personalized multimedia summary generated with respect to users queries filled with text, image, video and real-time news made retrievable for mobile devices. Preliminary experiments demonstrate the superiority of our presentation scheme to traditional methods.
INTRODUCTION
The growth of internet in recent years results in an explosion of free multimedia content. Being a free platform for information sourcing, it is not surprising to see more and more users surfing or "googling" places of interest online to obtain extra information before even visiting them. Besides the usual official websites depicting information on these places of interest, there is also a huge amount of traveler's blogs, sightseeing photos and videos posted from end-users. Often, users waste much of the time trying to search for the information he needs rather than the reading through the information. Most information presented to the user is at website basis, which means users have to scrutinize through the chunks of details to obtain what they really wants as different users might be looking for different content. The challenge is to provide a personalized multimedia tourism information retrieval by analyzing the user query and providing most relevant materials which are most interesting.
Most previous researches and official travel agencies uses GPS based mobile tourism application and generalized tourist spot introduction. For example, personalized multimedia presentation for sightseeing is studied in [1] to facilitate the individual decision for budget traveling. Location based mobile tourism application and system proposed in [2] aims to provide guidance everywhere. However, less attention is paid to the problem of how to exploit previous tourists' experiences on Web into personalized summary, i.e. mining the huge amount of multimedia content generated during user's sightseeing and personalize summary for different queries. The problem is of great importance because the summary is valuable for future visitors to know about a place.
In this research, our motivation is to present summaries using online tourism information such from official websites, online encyclopedia, blogs, photos and videos, which exhibit the views of tourist spots in a personalized manner to user. We first obtain tourism related data from various websites. This is followed by analyzing them to distinguish the more important ones, denote as Keys. State-of-art algorithms such as high level concept and near duplicate detection are adopted to understand visual content. Finally Keys is returned to the user depending on the user's query.
OBTAINING AND CLASSIFYING MULTIMEDIA TOURISM INFORMATION
Previous tourist generated multimedia information available online are often used by users as tour guidance and suggestions. For example, millions of travelers are attracted to China every year by its brilliant ancient culture. The output of these travelers is a huge amount of tourism articles, photos and videos on various tourist spots publish on the Web.
Information Extraction
We first perform Web information extraction to obtain tourism metadata. Taking tagging quality and user popularity into consideration, we extract organized texts, geo-tagged images and categorized videos separately from Wikipedia, Flickr, Youtube and official tourism website. Using the tourist spot name to query the websites, as shown in Fig.1 , tourism multimedia data in result lists is crawled and regrouped into location based data pools. In simple terms, each set of data relevant to a specific tourist spot contains three groups: extracted texts, images and videos. 
Classification of Keys
In this work, we attempt to classify elements or Keys (can be a key-point like a paragraph of text, an image or a segment of video) in the set of extracted multimedia data so as to handle user's query effectively. The main idea is to give each Key an intuitive description class. For example, a picture showing the building exterior is "outdoor scenery"; while a paragraph of text depicting past events is "history". The classes we predefined are: history, landscape, indoor scenery, outdoor scenery and general. By knowing the genre of Keys, we can provide users with more relevant information through query analysis.
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Giving Importance to Keys
We use the reliability of text classifier as the Importance for textual Keys re-ranking. For each visual Key, 9 high level concept [4] scores are calculated and the linear weighting scheme is adopted as follow, to compute the relevance to each visual genre.
where i K denotes the Key and GE is the relevance to a visual genre. Hence Keys could be mapped as sample points in 3D genre space as illustrated in Fig.2 (a) . By projecting each Key on 3 axes, Keys are reranked into 3 orders to evaluate Importance for genres. 
Filtering Noise and Duplicate Removal
Visual data clawed from sharing websites contain noises which is not relevant to tourism. We use genre space model and near duplicate detection [5] to filter out noises. First irrelevant Keys with very low GE score are discarded. Second duplicated photos and shots are detected (as in Fig.2 (b) ) and clustered to find out visual data of tourist spot and then eliminate the noises.
QUERY ANALYSIS AND SUMMARY
By analyzing query keywords (as in Table. 2), Keys of certain class of a tourist spot are summarized and returned to users. First, we determine the required tourist spot by capturing key query words. Subsequently, we return Keys particular in respect to the user's requirement. For example: the query "What is the historical background of Tian Tan?" is directed towards the history aspect and history Keys should be returned. Table 2 shows how the various types of queries interact with the genre of Keys. 
EXPERIMENTS
We carry out a prelim assessment on this work. A group of 20 users are chosen to compare the results of this summarizer to searching for information online. From the feedback, 19 users found our system to provide sufficient details on what they need, and 12 users found more information using our system than surfing online themselves. This work is currently in the prelim stages and we are looking towards more comprehensive testing.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduce an automated process to gather, filter and classify information known as Keys on various tourist spots on the Web. A personalized multimedia summary filled with text, image and video is generated with respect to user's queries Prelim experiments with users demonstrate the superiority of our presentation scheme to traditional methods. 
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